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1) After checking the order sheet, choose where exactly the door is to be installed. 
There are 3 options 

a) On the outer side 

b) On the middle 

c) On the inner side 
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2) Install the frame on the proper position and align it using a level. 

 

3) Fix the Frame on its final position using Buldex screws 
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4) Drill an 8mm hole on the floor using the special pattern provided with the frame to 
show the exact point. After drilling the first 8mm hole, drill a 32mm hole using a 
proper diamond drill (40mm DEEP) 

    

5) Apply resin glue to the hole 
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6) Install the socket on the floor hole by gluing it and screwing 2 buldex screws 

 

7) Hang the doorleaf (without its panels) on the bottom socket. Adjust it so there are 
8-9mm gap from the floor. (see drawing of the hinge). Then, adjust also the top 
hinge. 
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8) After fixing both hinges in their final position, it is time to install the panels. In 
some cases the exterior panel is already installed on the door. If this is not the 
case, start by installing the exterior panel on the door, using neutral glue 
between the metal core and the panel. WARNING! Using silicon glue or other 
acidic glues may result in color damage (especially on glass panels). 

 

9) After installing the outside panel, install the inside panel and screw the 
perimetrical restraint profiles. (Usually, the upper and he bottom one are pre-
installed making it easier to install the panels) 
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10) Install the architraves using the special milled holes on the frame, or the special 
metal corners if there is a whole wall decoration to be installed. 

11) Install the handles 

12) Install the stainless steel regulators for the air-stoppers, and the special stainless 
steel part for the smooth closing of the door. (see pics. Below) 

   

Congratulations for purchasing a Sabadoor from Insensation!
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